vis-a-vis the Soviet Union has eroded to
an alarming degree in recent years. Rood
argues that each successive crisis “has
reduced the freedom of action of the
West to wage effective war, while increasing the Soviet capacity to do so.”
Rood asks us to reevaluate, for example, the Cuban Missile Crisis. The
United States supposedly won; yet in exchange for the removal of Soviet missiles, the US government agreed not to
invade Cuba, in effect ratifying Cuba’s
status as a forward Soviet base.
What of Soviet promises to keep Cuba
free of Soviet offensive weapons? By
1978 Cuba was operating as a fullfledged Soviet base, capable of supporting Komar-class missile boats, Yankeeclass nuclear missile submarines, T U
95B long range bombers, and MIG 23s, all
capable of delivering nuclear weapons
against the United States. Of course,
who can forget the celebrated Soviet
“combat brigade”? in Cuba no doubt to
According to Rood, the situation in
Cuba demonstrates that US policymakersthave not considered war a possibility. This conforms to our ignorance or
neglect of strategy. What would happen,
he asks, in the event of a war elsewhere
in the world? Cuba controls the sea
routes to the Panama Canal, the Florida
Straits, the Windward Passage, the
Yucatan Channel, and the Bahama Channel. Soviet and Cuban air and naval
forces could severely disrupt the sea
lanes to Europe and the Middle East. In
order to eliminate the Cuban threat, the
United States would be required to
divert the entire force now earmarked to
reinforce NATO. The essence of strategy,
which the Soviets understand while we
apparently do not, is “to force one’s
enemy to defend that which he has no
choice but to defend in areas away from
the principal theater of war, while one’s
own forces concentrate to achieve a decision in that theater of war where the outcome of battle will decide the outcome of
war.”
The lesson of Rood’s book, which we
ignore at our peril, is that defense policy
must be based on a realistic acceptance
of the possibility of war. However much
we may hope for a peaceful and liberal
world, we must be prepared for others’
not sharing that vision. “Military policy
must fit the requirements for successful
strategy and successful strategy does not
derive from the notion that war is
impossible.”

Re-viewing
Multinationals
Private Power.
By Axel Madsen.
New York: William Morrow. 1980.
258 pp. $1 2.95.
Reviewed by Don Markley

P

rivate Power probably would not
have been published in the 1970s. In
a decade where everything from coups to
pollution to poverty were blamed on
multinational corporations, a book with
the subtitle Multinational Coeorations

for the Survival of Our Planet would have
found only the smallest of audiences. But
perhaps now, with Americans’ evident
wearying of governments’ grand plans,
the idea of global companies being more
useful than governments in bringing
about a prosperous and peaceful world
will receive a warm reception in at least
some circles. And that is precisely Mr.
Madsen’s theme in Private Power.
In the introduction he states: “The
strongest defense of global enterprise is
that it stands in stunning contrast to
government power. . . .National governments are inadequate when it comes to
dealing with the planet’s necessities, and
we may legitimately wonder whether the

Libertyhss
LbertyChsus
Socialism
By Ludwig von Mises

A praxeological and economic analysis
of society comparing the results af
socialist planning with those of free
market capitalism in respect to property,
equality, law, science, religion, morals,
race, democracy, the state, utopia, war,
slavery, monopoly, competition,
labor, capital, the family, marriage, and
other issues.
This new edition of Socialism has a
Foreword by E A. Hayek, English
translations for all non-English notes
and expressions in earlier editions, new
annotations clarifying the original
footnotes, and two new indexes.
Hardcover $1 1.00, Softcover $5.00.
Prepayment is required on all orders not
for resale. We pay postage on prepaid
orders. Please allow 4 to 6 weeks
for delivery. All orders from outside the
United States must be prepaid in U.S.
dollars. To order, or for a copy of
our catalogue, write:
LibertyPresslLiberty Classics
7440 North Shadeland, Dept. J55
Indianapolis, IN 46250

M. T. Owens recently left the Economics
Department at the University of Dallas to join
the Smith Richardson Foundation as a
program officer.
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importance of nation-states isn’t greatly
exaggerated and whether politicians
deserve star status.”
Madsen chronicles the failure of governments large and small to achieve their
plans and details how political jealousies
and nationalistic narrowmindedness lead
to policies that harm their own citizens.
In contrast, says the author, “Multinational corporations suffer none of
these ills. . . .If the world economy can
be characterized by slow growth, chronic
underemployment, large trade deficits,
and pronounced instability, the ‘transnationals’, as U.N. bureaucrats like to
call them, give every appearance of permanence and stability.”
What seems to fascinate Madsen most,
and leads him to the conclusion that the
multinationals are our last best hoDe.
. ,is
their ability to “roll over,” to cope with
change. Much of the book is taken up
with examples of the resiliency of the
successful multinational-how
they
change the products and services they
offer to meet shifting demands and new
technology; how they survive wars, government takeovers, etc.; how they
manage to profit despite operating under
widely varying systems of taxation and
regulation.
Curiously, Madsen employs arbitrary
criteria for determining what is and is not
a true multinational: Over 50 percent of
earnings must be outside the corporation’s home country, and revenues must
be at least $10 billion. He comes up with
a list of only 18 firms (and a
10-corporation second-string whose
members need only a little growth or
earnings reallocation). Neither General
Motors nor Ford is on the list, but
Volkswagen and Daimler-Benz qualify.
Although his brief sketches of the
chosen 18 are sometimes quite interesting and serve to back up his central
theme, Madsen must realize that GM,
Ford, and many other companies consider themselves multinational in scope,
as do the governments of the countries in
which they operate. Both the standards
and the list seem rather unimportant to
the matter at hand.
Of course, through all this Madsen is
guilty of a selection bias. Many large corporations do suffer from instability, slow
growth, deficits, etc., but they don’t stay
large for long, and several have disappeared. Corporations are not successful because they operate around the
world; they qperate around the world if
and when they are successful.
Several chapters are devoted to the
ways in which governments try to control business and trade or enter into
business themselves. Comparisons are
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made between free trade and protectionism, private and governwent ownership, democracies and dictatorships.
Many governments are seen as needing
the International Monetary Fund to control their largesse. The United Nations is
depicted as a meaningless squabble
ground, producing no workable solutions
to the problem of the ever-widening
wealth gap between First- and Thirdworld nations.
The reader is left to draw his own conclusions, and the following are fairly obvious: (1)resources, technology, capital,
and skills will flow to the areas where
they will be most profitable, and this is
usually where they are least encumbered
by taxes and state controls; (2) because
of multinationals and the Eurocurrency
market. governments are somewhat
I

government contracts, gaining trade
restrictions, or becoming partners with
government in major enterprises.)
The future role of multinationals,
governments, and quasi-governmental
organizations in the world economy can
be thought of as a puzzle. Private Power
gives us a good look at the pieces of the
puzzle but barely begins to put them
together.
D~~ Markley has a Master? in ~~~i~~~~
Administration and works for a Los Angelesbased corporation.
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helpless to manipulate this flow for their
own purposes; and (3) multinationals do
not exploit less-developed countries but
are in fact the most efficient means
enabling people to build wealth in the
Third World.
Madsen has done an admirable research job, and he writes in a lively style,
which makes Private Power interesting
and thought-provoking. It is disappointing, however, that he did not seem to be
carrying the book’s theme with him as he
conducted his research. He didn’t ask
the leaders of the multinationals about
the grand design of a near-stateless
world and a global marketplace. Thus we
get few ideas about how to get from here
to there, or, more importantly, whether
the multinationals see that as a goal to
strive for. (I suspect many would not.
Most of Madsen’s chosen elite owe much
of their success to an ability to
manipulate “the system,” winning

develop consciousness.” Even if a fetus
could be proved to have a completely
developed conceptual faculty, it would
have no “right” to exist within its
mother’s body, for separateness is as
much a part of what we call a human being as its conceptual faculty. For example, no separate adult human being
may claim a right to the organ of another
in order to survive, even if the other individual has organs to spare. Why then
would a fetus be able to claim a right to
sanctuary within its mother’s womb
simply because it has achieved a certain
level of brain activity? The principle of
self-ownership supersedes such a claim.
However, if upon separation the baby
shou!d survive on its own, it then
possesses all rights of any human being,
and killing it would be murder. . . .
It is fallacious to equate calmness with
reasonableness. Sometimes it is because
we see things so clearly that we feel so
deeply about them. Perhaps when men
are able to calmly face their own loss of
freedom to the military draft, women will
be able to calmly face their loss of
freedom to unwanted children.

Susan Love Brown
San Diego, CA
Mr. Bissell replies: Mr. Verive
glosses over the very real and essential
difference between the various creatures
he lumps together. If you’re asleep or intoxicated, your actual rational faculty is
“out to lunch.” If you’re unconscious
(and not permanently so), it is “temporarily out of order.” In each case, you
have basically workable cognitive
machinery that is temporarily out of
commission-machinery not possessed,
however, by the pre-28-week fetus (not
yet workable), the baby born without a
cerebrum (no machinery), or a Karen
Ann Quinlan (never again workable).

Mr. Kunz rejects my “actual perception” requirement and implicitly equivocates between human qua homo sapiens (a
genetically human being) and human qua
rational animal (a functionally human
homo sapiens). To answer his question in
this light: what we have from conception
onward is a living homo sapiens that does
not, however, become a rational animal
with<rightsuntil about the 28th week.
Mr. Maybury misses the requirement
for “potential conceptualization,” not
just actual perception, and ends up asserting animal’s rights. No matter how
wrong or immoral it may be to destroy
them, no creatures without at least the
potential for moral behavior can be said
to have “rights” in the political-legal
sense.
Mr. Dunn claims that actual perception
alone isn’t adequate. True enough. Like
Mr. Kunz, he fails to grasp that perception for a normal fetus marks the beginning of its rational faculty’s operation,
because perception (for such a fetus) is
and must be part of the process of reason
and concept-jormation! If concepts and
reason are our distinctive tool for grasp-

ing reality-rather than merely manipulating percepts-then conceptual integration and the reasoning that flows from it
must be thought of along with perception
as parts of a unified, natural, characteristically human process: reason. The alternative is to sever concepts from reality,
thus invalidating all morality and rights.
Similarly, just as reason for humans is
not some faculty apart from perception
of reality, neither is volition some faculty
apart from the faculty for consciously
directed choice we (and fetuses) make on
a purely perceptual-automatic basis-and
which we begin to make when our perception begins at 28 weeks.
As for “overstepping available evidence”: Dr. Purpura, cited in my article,
based his claims on simultaneous studies
of both structural and functional aspects
of brain development, correlating results
of brain wave, visual, and other tests
with autopsy studies of premature infants. The evidence is extensive and the
implications clear-cut. (For more on Purpura’s findings and other supporting
research, see The Semet Life of the Unborn Child, by Thomas Verney, M.D.,

Summit Books, 1981.)
Ms. Brown’s offer to recognize a
baby’s right not to be murdered “if upon
separation the baby should survive on its
own” is “generosity” of a particularly
empty kind. What is the ,moral and practical difference between throwing a nonswimmer into the ocean and the additional act of holding his head under until
he drowns? The right to life, for disabled
rational beings (including babies and
post-28-week fetuses), is the right to support from anyone who caused their predicament. In particular, a mother has no
logical or moral right to regard the support of her baby (or third-trimester fetus)
as “involuntary servitude” or “slavery.”
That support is a just claim.
Self-ownership, the “sole right to control what happens to your own body,” is
not an out-of-context absolute. If, in exercising your right to self-ownership you
indebt yourself to another person, then
reneging on that debt is a violation of
that person’s rights, because the goods
are rightfully his. Being required by law
to make good on that debt is not a violation of your self-ownership.
Randall K. Hylkema

Permission to reprint this cartoon in periodicals is hereby granted. provided it is accompanied by this notice: Reprinted with permission from REASON magazine. Copyright @ 1982 by
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
POSITION WANTED-Libertarian NYU student
graduating 6/82 seeks position in financial
analysis or related field. Degrees in Accounting
and Economics. Austrian Economics my
specialty. Will work anywhere. Box VS,
REASON.
ANYONE (WITHIN REASON): I’d like to arrange
gatherings for the purpose of indulgent mental
sparring. Minimum politicking and maximum
thoughtful conversation. Any suggestions? SD
County, 7141439-7647, Jeff, evenings.

SERVICES

$40.00 for “Self-Awareness and Health” (AudioForum has destroyed master tape). Please contact: T. Bockmann, Box 299,8001 Bodo, Norway. PROFESSIONAL TYPING: Manuscripts, letters,
resumes, legal, medical, technical. Cassette
TO DO IS TO BE-Kant
transcription available. Strictest confidence
To be is to do-Hegel
observed. Satisfaction guaranteed. From
Do be do be do-Sinatra
75clpage. Anlician Enterprises, P.O. Box 97143,
Grover City, CA 93433.

PUBLICATIONS

LIBERTARIANS AND FREE-MARKET-oriented
individuals: Computerized resume databank
SPONSORING LITERARY CONTEST to a T serving pro-freedom organizations seeks your
nounce new magazine. Prizes, $100. Poetry, participation. Full range of opportunities and
short story, and essay categories. Information, contacts. $1.00 for cost brings permanent, u p
send SASE: Concept, Bryan Baker, Editor, Box datable listing. Resume and cover letter to: The
FIFTH AMENDMENT-W4E income tax return in- 114, Smithfield, UT 84335.
Clearinghouse, 325 Pennsylvania Avenue SE,
formation. Includes examples. $2.00. Libertarian
Washington, DC 20003.
Library, Box 1363R, Aspen, CO 81612.
BRILLIANT DISCUSSION of spontaneous
order-and how the attempt to impose order is
SEEKING CORRESPONDENCE on Objectivism: self-defeating. Send $2.00 to Z.G. Enterprises,
the metaphysics of individuals, the problem of 2518 Tryon Rd., Durham, NC 27705.
induction, and other technical issues. Stephen
LEONARD LIGGIO, DAVID FRIEDMAN, Samuel
Grossman, 123 Mott St., New Bedford, MA OPPOSE ABORTION? TELL US. Send $2.00 for E. Konkin IIi, and Lowell Ponte on Foreign
02744.
libertarian anti-abortion arguments. Libertarians Policy Tapes available (Sll), Future of Freedom
for Life, 13424 Hathaway Drive, Wheaton, MD Conference Series, 405 E. 3rd St., #319, Long
WANTED: The large record set of Branden’s psy- 20906.
Beach, CA 90802.
chologicallphilosophical lectures. Send asking
price and description to P.O. Box 1359, Brevard, ASSOCIATION OF LIBERTARIAN FEMINISTS
NC 28712.
sample literature $1.00. Complete set of discus- RATES: 40 cents per word, 57.50 minimum. For REASON
sion papers and sample newsletter $4.00. Write box number instead of personal address. add $1.50 per
insertion. Allord~rsmust hracrom@nicd hymympnl. and copy
ALF, 225 Lafayette, Rm. R1212, New York, NY should reach us by the first day of the second month
.
10012.
preceding the month of issue (e.&. advertising for the March

TAPES

BOOKS

BOOKS OF LUDWIG VON MlSES now in print.
Also other books in the Misesian tradition with
answers to the economic problems bothering
everyone. Write for list, $1.00 (applied on first
purchase). Free Market Books, P.O. Box 298,
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522.

FREEDOM’S CHILD LITERARY JOURNAL seeks
poetry, fiction, essays, reviews. A great opportunity to be published. Submit with SASE:
c/o Anlician Enterprises, P.O. Box 971, Grover
City, CA 93433.

SCHEME AND GROW RICHER. New success
concept for thinkers. $3.00 includes first class
mailing. SEATOL, Box 241 R, Portland, ND 58274.

PRODUCTS
FLATULENT? (FREQUENTLY?) FEAR NOT!
Read Benjamin Franklin’s long-suppressed
essay of 1780 on (believe it or not) farting.
Hilarious! Frameable. $4. “Essay,” Box 69-A,
Carrboro, NC 27510.

START LIFE OVER! Exciting new ideas! Alternate identity. Creative privacy. Establishing new
credit. Independent living, business ideas. Getting revenge. Evading Big Brother. Financial
secrecy. Multiple citizenships, and more! Com- TRS 80 ,COMPUTERS. Best deal anywhere.
plete book catalog $1.00. EDEN PRESS, Box Charles Blackwell, Radio Shack Dealer. Box 732,
8410-RN, Fountain Valley, CA 92708.
30 N. Congress, York, SC 8031684-9980.

BURGLAR ALARM STICKERS-Use
everywhere-excellent deterrent. 4 for $2.00 or 8 for
$3.00. D. 8, S. Tomasini, P.O. Box 8089, New FairOFFSHORE INVESTMENT-TAX-TRUST plan- field, CT 06810.
ning? Consider Costa Rica. Dr. Robert Adler (Dr.
Dinero) 506133-19.97 or 33-41-45is your best con- 1982 FREE ENTERPRISE CALENDAR. Celesultant. Apartado 366, Centro Colon, San Jose, brates 12 of America’s great innovators and inCosta Rica, Central America.
dividualists. High quality bond, calligraphy, artwork. $3.95 plus $1.00 handling, postage.
PENNY STOCKS have great profit potential. As Friends of Free Enterprise, Box 121, Shawnee,
low as 24. 1,000% annual price swings. New CO 80475.
“how to” books. Free brochure. Penny Stock
Press, P.O. Box 430, Queens Village Station, NY “DON’T BLAME ME! I voted Libertarian”
bumperstickers, $1.50 each; John Howard, 3232
11428.
San Mateo, NE, #94, Albuquerque, NM 87110.

issue, which is mailed early in February, should reach us by
January I).

THE CLASSIFIED AD DEADLINE FOR THE
MARCH ISSUE IS JANUARY 1.

ENTREPRENEURS!
Is Reason available
in your town?

FINANCIAL

PERSONALS
CONTEMPLATING SUICIDE-Female
Libertarians I am dying to meet you! Desperate man
entering his thirties all alone. Have good looks,
intellect, and sense of humor and want to share
it all with you. Phone 209/369-8968 or else. . .?

REAL ESTATE

MUST SELL NOW-2 FARMS 6 miles apart in
N.E. Louisiana. 1,150 acres and 1,000 acres.
Both bottom-land, row-crop farms. Assumable
93h0h and 10.3% financing. Nine hundred
dollars per acre. Call 3141471-7195 or write P.O.
NATHANIEL BRANDEN CASSETTE. Will pay Box 1113, Sikeston, MO 63801.
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If not, why not become a
REASON Distributor?
Write for our Distribution
Kit for full details!
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SANTA BARBARA, CA 93103

Your own private irland for just %,oOO.
A stock market where buying is
like
picking up IBM in ’54”. . .and, where dividends
often reach 15 and 20%!
The purest of all currency plays and how it can
give you enonnous leverage (example: a $l,w)
Price change for each IC change in the swiss
franc!).
A new house, p h s airstrip and car on hm,m
(one million.9 acres, including 15 miles of Coastal
frontage. Cost: $2OO,OOO.
A superstar of mutual funds: its compound

growth in annual return is 167% since ’75.

The exciting resource group that many feel is the
1 9 ~equivalent
’ ~
of gold and silver in the ’70’s.
Ground floor oPPortunitY in a neglected kind of
coin. The author feels a boom is almost certain.
a A W ~ Jto
J m u l t b b by several times over your opportunities to catch cyclical investing “bargains”
. . . a way to get added “leverage” without borrowing. . how to get two and sometimes three chances
to “catch the boat” on speculative stock booms. . .
and more!

.

Now! Discover the
spectacular riches on
-the exciting investment world beyond U.S. borders.
If you like exciting investment opportunities, just
take a look at those above. Chances are, you’ve
rarely seen anything like them - and no wonder!
They’re scarce as hens’ teeth in the over-regulated,
over-taxed, inflation-sapped U.S. investment
markets, where the ever-present professionals snap
up most bargains before non-professional investors
even hear of them.
Not so outside the US.,however, where opportunities like those above can be found. It’s a
fabulous, freewheeling “last frontier” for today’s
investor -and now you have the chance to get in on
it.
Until now, this hasn’t been easy. The reason:
there’s been little good guidance on the subject. But
now the international investing expert, A&an Day,
has solved that problem by writing a remarkable
book.
Its title is Investing Without Borders - and it’s
like three books in one. A comprehensive “how-to”
manual on the mechanics of foreign investing. A
directory of brokers, banks and other sources. And
a selective guide to specific investment opportunities
of all kinds. Stocks, Bonds, Real estate. Commodities. Currencies. And more. Such as, . .
A unique, $35,000 investment in timberland

and exotic trees. Your estimated net profit in 6
years: $loo,000.
A Costa &can trading company that handles
accounts on a discretionary basis. Average gain in
each of the company’s first two years: an incredible
74.5%!
Placcs where you may have a second chance to
catch the boom in computer stocks. In fast foods. In
real estate.
A stock which may be the future IBM of the
Orient. Another described as “one of the best
technology plays in Japan.” 6 fields that will be the
wave of the future in the country with the world’s
most active stock exchange.
We tell you about natural resource stocks.
Listings of islands for sale. Where to find help in
starting a business abroad. Ways to get outstanding
yields. Vital rules on how to pick winners, avoid
losers, play currencies as well as markets against one
another. And so much more we can’t begin to tell
you here.
See for yourself. Send just $14.95 (taxdeductible)
for this big 6 ” x 9 “,32C-page book, and examine it
at no risk. If not delighted, send it back in 30 days
and your payment will be refunded in fuU.

How to get this book FREE
by trying Personal Finance
Personal Finance is the highly-regarded (and
largestcirculation) newsletter on how to survive
during inflation and monetary crises. You get
information and advice on stocks, bonds, real
estate, diamonds, gold and silver, taxes commodities and more. If you’d like to try Personal
Finance, here’s a tempting offer. Check the box
in the coupon and send $70 for a 1-year
(24-issues) subscription, and we’ll send you lnvesting Without Borders FREE. If not pleased
with Personal Finance, cancel after 3 issues and
get a fuU refund for all unmailed issues upon request. You may keep the book either way.
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As you can see from these scenarios, profits are

this bad timing.
Scenario 3. The big spenders come back to power
and inflation runs wild. You decide to move some
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U.S has a credit crisis and financial collapse. With
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good.
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Why every Reason Magazine reader
Newsletter

Gold was"35in 1968. ~10,000an ounce is predicted by a prestigious research irm.
Today, practically every economic event or investment asset is affected by gold.
gold prices and the gold market.
Arise in the price of gold signalsmore inflation ahead. This causes more money
to enter the rare coin market, leading to higher prices. (Rare coin prices skyrocketed in 1968, for example, after gold broke from $35 an ounce. ) Of course.
the value of bullion and semi-numismatic coins is directly tied to the price of gold.
These are a few of the reasons why it's so important for coin collectors and
investors to keep up with the gold market. Yet most numi5matic publications
don't cover the world of gold in depth.
Fortunately, there's one source for all the gportant news about gold. It's called

GOLD NEWSLETTER.

Introducing the Newsletter
for the GOLD Insider
GOLD NEWSLETTER, world's largest and most respected publication entirely devoted to gold, is edited and published monthly by Jun Blanchard.
GOLDNEWSLETTER covers every key event in the world of gold. Ilemonetarization, hyperinflation and depression? What effect will these events have on
the price of gold?
GOLDNEWSLETTER contains articles and essays that answer these questions. Exclusive, timely interviews with top gold and monetary authorities. The
news on gold from South Africa, Europe, the Mideast. And much more.
GOLD NEWSLETTER gathers and analyzes the facts. reports them to you.
Worldwide contacts feed us a steady stream of data. Here are some:
I n South Afnca, the Minister of Finance: officials of the Chamber of Mines. I n
Europe: the economic departments of all three major Swiss banks: London gold
market experts. On Wall Street: top executives of major gold brokerage firms.
Our sources provide on-the-spot reports, evaluations of gold outlook. The
result is unsurpassed coverage of the world of gold. packed into eight concise.
readable pages a month. This kind of reporting has given GOLD NEWSLETTER a reputation as the gold insider's publication.

Past Gold Newsletters have featured
such articles as the following:

Contributors to GOLD NEWSLETTER include the top gold and monetary
authorities. People like numismatics expert Maurice Hosen:RobPrt Guy, Director
of Rothschilds Limited, London. TimothyS.Green, author of "The World of Gold
Today."Jumes Sinclair: top Wall Street gold expert. Harry Browne, best-selling
lnvestment advisor. Douglas K. Casey, best-selling author of "Crisis Investing."

Plus all the GOLD NEWS
from 150 published sources!
You'll also receive a summaryof gold coverage from the rest of the media:We
subscribe to 150 financial, business and political publications worldwide, and
extract significant items relating to gold.
Among the economists and investment advisors we quote regularly: Franz
Pick, Harry Schults, James Dines, Tom Holt, Henry Nazlitt, Richard Russell,
Bob McGregor, Howard Ruff.
Jim Blanchard, the editor of GOLD NEWSLETTER, spends'many hours in
research, then compiles the key data into a concise, readable summary for each
monthly issue.
GOLD NEWSLETTER acts as your gold reporting service, saving you time
and money. Whether or not you subscribe to other financial and investment
publications, you'll be sure to see all the important news on gold in GOLD

NEWSLETTER.

A year's subscription, 12 monthly issues, costs $65. If you act now, you will
receive a subscription at a SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICE OF $48. And you w!i
enjoy a FREE BONUS: The special report "Why Hyperinflation Is Inevitable.
You'reprotected by this unconditionalguarantee: Ifyou're unhappy with GOLD
NEWSLETTER, let us know and we'll send you a full refund ofyour entire
payment-regardless ofwhen you decide to cancel. All issues received, and thefree

. .
bonus, are yours to ke@!
At only $48 a year, GOLD NEWSLETTER is the best bargain among hard-

money newsletters. The information it contams could repay its low cost many
ties-perhaps in a single trade!
Join the shrewd investors who have discovered the gold insider's newsletter.
Clip and mad the coupon today.

$10,000 Gold by 1990 predicted by the prestigous American Institute for
Economic Research.
Rare Gold Coins vs. Gold Bullion: Past Performance and Projection.
0 Silver. It's Time To Buy the Poor Man's Gold.
0 How Safe is Your Safe Deposit Box?
0 Why You Should Own Both Rare Coins and Gold Bullion Coins.
0 Why Gold and Silver Investors are Turning to U.S.Silver Ilollars and U.S.
Bullion-Type Gold Coins.
0 The 5-Year 1000% Profit Gold and Silver Coin lnvestmeiit Strategy
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Special Report:

"Why Hyperinflation Is Inevitable."
Subscribe to GOLD NEWSLETTER now and
we'll send you this Special Report-written by
Mark Tier, Hong Kong based investment advisor who edits and publishes the World Money
Analyst The report outlines four possible futures for the Western World hyperinflation, deflation, creeping inflation-or a return to sanity
and gold It also details the implications of hyperinflation for gold investors Why gold will be
going up, when and how to buy, and investment
strategies to protect yourself and profit
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THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE
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I
FOR M0NETARY REFORM
4425 West Napoleon Street,
I
bwttw
Metairie, Louisiana 70001
I 0YES! Begin my one year subscription (12 month1 issues) to GOLD NEWSLETTER today-at the SPECIAL DISZOUNT PRICE OF $48
1 (reg $65) And rush my free bonus "Why Hyperinflation Is Inevitable
I Enclosed IS my payment or money order for $48.
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